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Abstract 
Various studies have been carried out to highlight one or the other issue 

related with Depository System or environment. These studies partially 

covered the various aspects of the Depository System. Different aspects 

covered in the earlier studies are legal framework, rights and obligations of 

Depositories, role of Depository in Stock and capital market and 

Depository System. All these studies have been concentrated on one issue 

or other. But no concrete study has been carried out to covered the whole 

system, as projected by the end user i.e. investors. The present study has 

thrown light on the untouched issues of performance of the NSDL and 

evaluation of the progress of the Demat System. 

Key Words:Depository system, demat system, NSDL, investors, issues of 

performance. 
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1. Introduction 

 Securities advertise is a monetary foundation inside which happen deal and buy 

exchanges of securities between subjects of economy on the base of interest and 

supply. Likewise we can state that securities showcase is an arrangement of 

interconnection between all members (proficient and nonprofessional) that gives 

successful conditions: to purchase and offer securities, and furthermore  

 To draw in new capital by methods for issuance new security (securitisation of 

obligation). 

To move genuine resource into monetary resource. 

To contribute money for short or whole deal periods with the purpose of 

deducing advantage. India has gotten the Safe Framework for securities trading 

which book area is done electronically and no paper is incorporated. The 

physical kind of securities is extinguished and offers or securities are held in an 

electronic edge. Preceding the introduction of the store system through the 

Storehouse the technique of offer, purchase and trade of securities was an 

enormous issue, and there was no prosperity using any and all means. The 

storage facility structure imagines a store of securities by the distinctive money 

related pros with the safe. This would show up as a trade by the diverse 

budgetary authorities with the store. This would show up as a trade by the 

holder of securities for store. Once the offers are held up with the store, their 

trade would be through book section moves in accounts kept up by the vault. 

Along these lines the essential components of a safe are to dematerialise the 

securities and enable their trade fit as a fiddle. 

Offers and bonds are being issued by organizations for a long while. Twelve 

years back, all these were issued as physical testaments that the financial 

specialist needed to be careful and after that forward to the purchaser once sold. 

This procedure was very tedious and offered ascend to issues like pony 

securities and terrible conveyances. Every one of these reasons and the change 

in innovation offered ascend to stores and the electronic method of holding 

securities.  

A depository takes after a bank; anyway incase of a depository the stores are 

securities, for example, shares, debentures, bonds and government securities, in 

electronic shape. A depository capacities as a bank-both are normal houses that 

hold resources of the taking an interest individuals and give administrations to 

customers.  

In India there is Depository Framework for securities exchanging which book 

section is done electronically and no printed material is included. The physical 

type of securities is smothered and offers or securities are held in an electronic 

shape. Prior to the presentation of the depository framework through the 

Depository Act, 1996, the procedure of offer, buy and exchange of securities 
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was a tremendous issue, and there was no wellbeing by any stretch of the 

imagination. 

 Aim 

This paper aims to study About the roles and functions of the Depositories in 

securities market. 
Research Problem 

Trading in securities may become uncontrolled in case of dematerialised 

securities. 

2. Review of Literature 

Draw in new capital by methods for issuance new security, securitisation of 

obligation, move genuine resource into monetary resource(Regina sibi cleetus, 

k.sasikumar,2018). Offers and bonds are being issued by organizations for a 

long while. Twelve years back, all these were issued as physical testaments that 

the financial specialist needed to be careful and after that forward to the 

purchaser once sold (Bharati.v.pathak,2014). Procedure was very tedious and 

offered ascend to issues like pony securities and terrible conveyances. Every 

one of these reasons and the change in innovation offered ascend to stores and 

the electronic method of holding securities(Froukelien Wendt, Peter Katz, Alice 

Zanz,2018 ).The different settlement related risks is also described, real world 

vignettes will be used throughout, operational performance measurement 

(Michael simmons,2006). A depository takes after a bank; anyway incase of a 

depository the stores are securities, for example, shares, debentures, bonds and 

government securities, in electronic shape. A depository capacities as a bank-

both are normal houses that hold resources of the taking an interest individuals 

and give administrations to customers(Clifford gomez,2018). India there is 

Depository Framework for securities exchanging which book section is done 

electronically and no printed material is included. The physical type of 

securities is smothered and offers or securities are held in an electronic shape 

(Ratan nolakha). Penalty for failure to reconcile records, power to adjudicate, 

delay in dematerialisation or issue of certificate of securities(Universal law 

publication). the gathering of the Institution accepting a store. One with whom 

anything is held up in trust, as "depository‟ is where it is put(Erica johanson, 

2009). Depository encourages holding of securities in the electronic frame and 

empowers securities exchanges to be prepared by book section by a Depository 

Participant (DP), who as an operator of the vault, offers storehouse 

administrations to speculators(Rajesh chakrabarti, sangar de,2010). 

The financial specialist who is known as valuable proprietor (BO) needs to open 

a demat account through any DP for dematerialisation of his property and 

exchanging securities(Balawindara singha,2005). Making securities of open 

organizations uninhibitedly transferable subject to specific exemptions by 

Restricting Company's entitlement to utilise caution in affecting the exchange 

securities and getting rid of the exchange deed and other procedural 
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prerequisites under the Companies Act(Bharati v. Pathak,2007).  

Dematerialization: One of the essential elements of depository is to take out or 

limit the development of physical securities in the market. This is accomplished 

through dematerialization of securities(Eswar prasad, masahiro kawai,2011).  

The depository offers impacts to all exchanges coming about because of the 

settlement of exchanges and different exchanges between different valuable 

proprietors by recording sections in the records of such gainful proprietors(A.K. 

Vashisht B.B. Tandon P.P. Arya,2006). An exchange is the legitimate 

difference in responsibility for security in the records of the backer. For 

affecting an exchange, certain lawful advances must be taken like support, 

execution of an exchange instrument and installment of stamp obligation 

(Vandana bansal, anjali arora). Depository day deal with corporate activities in 

two ways. In the main case, it just gives data to the backer about the people 

qualified for get corporate advantages(Arun kumar, madhu tyagi,2003). 

Exchange of offers held in dematerialized shape happens uninhibitedly through 

electronic book-passage system(Universal law publication), Keeping in mind 

the end goal to encourage exchanges between financial specialists having 

accounts in the two existing stores in the nation the Securities and Trade Board 

of India has requested that every stock trade connect up with the storehouses 

(Badruddin,2000). managing in the physical mode had its own particular 

restrictions which hindered the development of-the capital market in India. 

These weaknesses were intensely felt all the more so after the progression of the 

economy(Aggarwal s.k). SEBI Demonstration, a depository can bargain in 

securities simply in the wake of getting a testament of enrollment from SEBI. 

The patrons of the proposed depository should apply to SEBI for a declaration 

of enrollment in the recommended shape(Arun kumar and madhu tyagi,2003). 

depository can't specifically open records and give administrations to 

customers. Each depository in its bye-laws must state which securities are 

qualified for demat holding(Dennis campbell,2009) 

 Objective 
● To study the depositories, role and its functions  

● To analyse the functions of securities  

● To study the depository system in India  

 Hypothesis 

Null: The Depositary as a registered owner shall not have any voting rights in 

respect of securities. 

Alternative: The Depositary as a registered owner shall have voting rights in 

respect of securities. 

 Research Question 

Whether the Depositary as a registered owner have voting rights or not in 

respect of securities? 
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Research Methodology 

This research is based on Doctrinal in nature. This study deals with secondary 

data that has been collected from various articles, journals, books etc. 

 Definition and Role of Depositors 

As indicated by Black's Law lexicon 
1
"depositary" is characterized as "the 

gathering of the Institution accepting a store. One with whom anything is held 

up in trust, as "depository‟ is where it is put. The commitment upon the 

depositary is that he keeps the thing with Sensible care and upon ask for 

reestablishes it to the investor." A store holds securities (like offers, debentures, 

bonds, Government Securities, units and so on.) of financial specialists in 

electronic shape. Other than holding securities, a vault additionally gives 

administrations identified with exchanges instabilities. It goes about as a trustee 

of the proprietor since the securities are depended with him in trust. He is 

likewise the specialist of the proprietor of the securities. According to the Bank 

for International Settlements (BIS), vault is "an office for holding securities 

exchange to be prepared by book section. Physical Securities might be 

immobilized by the safe or the securities might be dematerialized (with the goal 

that they exist just as electronic records)."  

A Depository encourages holding of securities in the electronic frame and 

empowers securities exchanges to be prepared by book section by a Depository 

Participant(DP), who as an operator of the vault, offers storehouse 

administrations to speculators. As indicated by SEBI rules, money related 

foundations, banks, overseers, stockbrokers, and so on are qualified to go about 

as DPs. The financial specialist who is known as valuable proprietor (BO) needs 

to open a demat account through any DP for dematerialisation of his property 

and exchanging securities. Without stores, which accommodate support of 

proprietorship records in a book passage frame, each offer exchange is required 

to be refined by physical development of offer declarations to, and enlistment 

with, the organization concerned. The procedure frequently includes long 

postponements and a critical part of exchanges wind up as „bad delivery‟ 

because of broken consummation of printed material. As a rule the procedure of 

exchange would take any longer than the two months stipulated in the 

Companies Act, and a critical extent of exchanges would wind up as awful 

conveyance because of flawed consistence of printed material. Burglary, 

imitation, mutilation of endorsements and different inconsistencies were 

widespread. Also, the guarantor has the privilege to decline the exchange of a 

security. This additional to costs and postponements in settlement, confined 

liquidity and made financial specialist grievance redressal tedious and, at 

securities times, recalcitrant. To deter these issues, the Depositories Act, 1996 

was instituted with the target of guaranteeing free transferability of securities 

with speed, exactness, and security by  

                                                           
1
Anjali Arora., Corporate law.,vikas publishing house.,2013. 
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● Making securities of open organizations uninhibitedly transferable 

subject to specific exemptions by Restricting Company's entitlement to 

utilise caution in affecting the exchange securities and getting rid of the 

exchange deed and other procj on this market)  

● Value assurance (Demand and Supply adjusting, the consistent 

procedure of price movements certifications to state redress cost for 

every security (So, the market corrects mispriced securities)  

● Educational capacity (advertise furnishes all members with showcase 

data about participants and exchanged instruments)  

● Direction work (securities advertise makes the standards of exchange, 

conflict regulation, priorities assurance) 

 Particular Elements of the Securities Showcase 

Exchange of possession (securities markets exchange existing stocks and 

securities from owners who never again want to keep up their speculations to 

purchasers who wish to increment those specific ventures. There is no net 

change in the quantity of securities in presence, for there is just an exchange of 

possession. The part of securities advertise is to encourage this transfer of 

proprietorship. This exchange of securities is critical, for securities 

holders realize that an optional market exists in which they may offer 

their securities-holdings. The simplicity with which securities might be sold and 

changed over into money increases the eagerness of individuals to hold stocks 

and securities and along these lines builds the capacity of firms to issue 

securities)  Protection (supporting) of tasks however securities showcase 

(alternatives, fates, etc...)  

 Characteristics of Securities Market: 2 
 Essential Market 

New issues of offers and different securities are affected however the Essential 

market. It provides issuers chance to issue securities, to raise assets to meet their 

prerequisites of business. Value issues can be affected at confront esteem or at 

rebate/premium. Issues at rebates are uncommon and relatively inconceivable. 

Backers can issue the securities in local market and/or global market through 

ADR/GDR/ECB course.  

  Optional Market  

Financial specialists can purchase and offer securities in auxiliary market 

from/to different speculators. The securities are exchanged, cleared and settled 

through go-betweens according to endorsed regulatory framework under the 

supervision of the Trades and oversight of SEBI. The regulatory framework has 

precluded exchanging of securities outside the trades. There are 24 exchanges 

(The Capital Stock Trades, the most recent in the rundown, is yet to start 

exchanging) today recognised over some stretch of time to empower financial 

specialists over the length and broadness of the country to get to the market.  

                                                           
2
Aggarwal.S.K., Business and corporate laws., Galhotra publishers.,pp 98.,2005. 
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  Subsidiaries Showcase 

 Subordinates are gets that depend on or got from some fundamental 

resource, reference rate, or file. Most normal money related subordinates are: 

advances, prospects, alternatives and swaps, Derivatives exchanging started in 

India in June 2000 after SEBI allowed the last endorsement to this impact in 

May 2000 for exchanging list fates, as of now, the Indian markets provide 

equity subsidiaries of the accompanying kinds:  

 File Fates  

o Two Files  

 Stock Prospects  

o Twenty Nine stocks  

 Record Choices  

o Two Files 

 Investment opportunities  

o Twenty Nine Stocks Derivatives help to enhance showcase 

efficiencies since dangers can be confined and sold to those who will 

acknowledge them in any event cost. Utilising subsidiaries breaks 

hazard in to pieces  that can be overseen freely. Partnerships can 

keep the dangers they are most comfortable overseeing and 

exchange those they would prefer not to different organizations that 

are more willing to acknowledge them. From a market-arranged 

point of view, subsidiaries offer the free trading of monetary 

dangers. 

 Elements of Depository 

Dematerialization: One of the essential elements of depository is to take out or 

limit the development of physical securities in the market. This is accomplished 

through dematerialization of securities.  

Record Exchange: The_depository offers impacts to all exchanges coming 

about because of the settlement of exchanges and different exchanges between 

different valuable proprietors by recording sections in the records of such 

gainful proprietors.  

Exchange and Enrollment: An exchange is the legitimate difference in 

responsibility for security in the records of the backer. For affecting an 

exchange, certain lawful advances must be taken like support, execution of an 

exchange instrument and installment of stamp obligation.  

Corporate Activities: A depository may deal with corporate activities in two 

ways. In the main case, it just gives data to the backer about the people qualified 

for get corporate advantages. In the other case, depository itself assumes the 

liability of dissemination of corporate advantages.  
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Vow and Hypothecation
3
: Vaults permit the securities set . with them to be 

utilized as guarantee to secure advances and different credits. In a manual 

situation, borrowers are required to convey promised securities in physical 

frame to the loan specialist or its caretaker. These securities are checked for 

authenticity and frequently should be moved for the sake of loan specialist.  

Linkages with clearing system: Regardless of whether it is a different clearing 

organization connected to a stock trade or a clearing house 139 (division) of a 

stock trade, the clearing system plays out the elements of finding out the 

compensation in (offer) or pay-out (purchase) of representatives who have 

exchanged on the stock trade. 

3. Dematerialization of Securities 

Dematerialization is moderately another idea presented in the securities 

advertise. It is fundamentally a procedure by which the physical declarations of 

a financial specialist are taken/surrendered-by/to the organization/recorder and 

really obliterated and a proportionate number of securities are credited in the 

depository record of the 129 speculator on demand of the financial specialist. 

To defeat the issues related with settlement of physical offer testaments and to 

give electronic depository offices to securities exchanged the value and the 

obligation showcases, the procedure of dematerialization of shares was 

developed.  

 Key Highlights of the Depository System in India4 
 Multi-Depository System 

The depository display embraced in India accommodates an aggressive multi-

depository system. There can be different substances giving depository 

administrations. A depository ought to be an organization shaped under the 

Organization Demonstration, 1956 and ought to have been allowed an 

endorsement of registration under the Securities and Trade Board of India Act, 

1992. By and by, there are two safes enrolled with SEBI, to be specific:  

National Securities Depository Restricted (NSDL), and Central depository 

service limited (CDSL)  

 Depository Benefits through Depository Members 

The stores can give their administrations to financial specialists through their 

operators called depository members. These specialists are named subject to the 

conditions recommended under Securities and Trade Leading body of India 

(Safes and Members) Controls, 1996 and other pertinent conditions.  

 Dematerialization 

The model received in India accommodates dematerialization of securities. This 

                                                           
3
Bharathi.v, Pathak., Indian Financial system.,Pearson education india., pp..45.,2014. 

4 Pathak., The Indian financial system., Pearson education India.,2007. 
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is a huge advance toward accomplishing a totally without paper securities 

advertise. Dematerialization is a procedure by which physical testaments of a 

financial specialist are changed over into electronic shape and credited to the 

record of the depository member. 

 Fungibility 

The securities held in dematerialized frame don't bear any remarkable element 

like unmistakable number, folio number or declaration number. When shares 

get dematerialized, they lose their personality regarding share testament 

unmistakable numbers and folio numbers. Therefore all securities in a similar 

class are 130 indistinguishable and tradable. For instance, all value partakes in 

the class of fully paid up shares are compatible.  

 Enrolled Proprietor/Gainful Proprietor 

In the depository system, the responsibility for dematerialized is bifurcated 

between Enlisted Proprietor and Advantageous Proprietor. As indicated by the 

Stores Demonstration, 'Enrolled Proprietor' implies a depository whose name is 

entered accordingly in the enlist of the backer. A 'Gainful Proprietor' implies a 

man whose name is recorded accordingly with the depository. Despite the fact 

that the securities are enrolled for the sake of the depository really holding 

them, the rights, advantages and liabilities in regard of the securities held by the 

depository stay with the valuable proprietor. For the securities dematerialized, 

NSDL/CDSL is the Enrolled Proprietor in the books of the guarantor; yet 

possession rights and liabilities rest with Helpful Proprietor. Every one of the 

rights, obligations and liabilities fundamental the security are on the gainful 

proprietor of the security.  

 Free Transferability of Offers 

Exchange of offers held in dematerialized shape happens uninhibitedly through 

electronic book-passage system. 

 Depositories in India5 

At introduce there are two vaults in India, National Securities Depository 

Constrained (NSDL) and Focal Depository Administrations (Cds). NSDL is the 

principal Indian depository; it was introduced in November 1996. NSDL was 

set up with an underlying capital of US$28mn, advanced by Modern 

Improvement Bank of India (IDBI), Unit Put stock in of India (UTI) and 

National Stock Trade of India Ltd. (NSE). Afterward, State Bank of India (SBI) 

likewise turned into an investor. The other depository is Focal Depository 

Administrations (Compact discs). It is still in the process of linking with the 

stock trades. It has enrolled around 20 DPs and has joined with 40 

organizations. It had gotten a testament of initiation of business from SEBI on 

February 8,1999. These vaults have named distinctive Depository Members 

(DP) for them. A financial specialist can open a record with any of the 

depositories DP. Be that as it may, exchanges emerging out of exchanges on the 

                                                           
5
Pathak., The Indian financial system., Pearson education India.,2007. 
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stock trades can occur just among account-holders with NSDL DPs. This is on 

account of just NSDL is 134 connected to the stock trades (nine of them 

including the primary ones-National Stock Trade and Bombay Stock Trade). 

Keeping in mind the end goal to encourage exchanges between financial 

specialists having accounts in the two existing stores in the nation the Securities 

and Trade Board of India has requested that every stock trade connect up with 

the storehouses.
6
 SEBI has likewise coordinated the organizations' enlistment 

center and exchange specialists to impact change of enrolled proprietorship in 

its books inside two hours of receiving an exchange ask for from the safes. 

When associated with both the safes the stock trades have likewise to guarantee 

that between depository exchanges occur easily. It likewise includes the two 

safes interfacing with each other. The NSDL and Discs have consented to an 

arrangement for between depository availability. 

 Depository Participant  

NSDL helps out its exercises through different functionaries called business 

accomplices who incorporate Depository Members (DPs), Issuing corporates 

and their Enlistment centers and Exchange Specialists, Clearing 

organizations/Clearing Houses and so on. NSDL is electronically connected to 

every one of these business accomplices by means of a satellite connection 

through Little Gap Terminals (VSATs). The whole coordinated system 

(counting the VSAT linkups and the product at NSDL and every business 

accomplices end) has been named as the "Home" [National Electronic 

Settlement and Transfer
7
] system. The financial specialist communicates with 

the depository through a depository member of NSDL. A DP can be a bank, 

money related foundation, a caretaker or a specialist. Similarly as one opens a 

financial balance keeping in mind the end goal to profit of the administrations 

of a bank, a speculator opens a depository account with a depository member so 

as to benefit of depository offices. 135 The ongoing ex parte between time 

request of Semi concerning Initial public offerings has raised a few issues and 

has likewise pointed a finger against many market middle people for their 

inability to release their part as per the pertinent law. Among the critical offices 

that figure conspicuously in the Semi arrange are the safes. Speculators would 

review that not very far in the past, securities in the capital market in India were 

exchanged the physical frame. Thus, the market experienced different 

disadvantages including burglaries and phonies of-share testaments. Besides, 

managing in the physical mode had its own particular restrictions which 

hindered the development of-the capital market in India. These weaknesses 

were intensely felt all the more so after the progression of the economy. To 

address every single such issue the Focal Government instituted the Storehouses 

Demonstration, 1996, with review impact from September 20,1995. Is it 

necessary for each financial specialist to hold securities in the demat shape or 

would he be able to likewise hold partakes in the physical frame? The 

Storehouses Demonstration gives that each individual buying in to securities 

                                                           
6
Badruddin., Company Directors under company law.,deep and deep publishing.,p.34-37.,2000. 

7
Michael Simmons., Security operations., John Wiley and sons.,pp.76.,2006. 
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offered by a backer has the alternative to get the security declarations or hold 

securities with a depository. Be that as it may, financial specialists need to take 

note of that while securities can be held by method for testaments, managing in 

the market is allowed just if the securities are in the demat mode. At the point 

when a speculator holds securities in the physical frame, the endorsements bear 

serial numbers, the unmistakable numbers, and so forth. Be that as it may, when 

the securities are held in demat mode, they are much the same as cash lying in 

the financial balance. Hence, there is no doubt of testament numbers or 

particular numbers, however the amount will continue as before. As on account 

of authentications, holders of securities in demat mode (called helpful 

proprietors) can make a promise or hypothecation in regard of the securities 

held by them. In such cases, it is fundamental for the gainful proprietor to 136 

illuminate the depository of the vow or hypothecation made by him. The 

depository concerned needs to make a taking note of in its records to that 

impact. 

4. Securities Eligible for Dematerialization:8 

The whole depository system in India is represented by the tenets made by the 

market directions-SEBI. As indicated by the SEBI (Vaults and Members) 

controls, 1996, the accompanying securities are qualified for holding in 

dematerialized shape. Offers, contents, stocks, securities, debenture stocks or 

other attractive securities of comparable nature or any fused organization or 

body corporate including basic offers of ADR's and GDR's. Units of common 

assets, rights under aggregate speculation plans, investment reserves, business 

paper, declaration of store, securitized obligation, currency advertise instrument 

and unlisted securities. A rundown of securities accessible for demat in 

NSDL/CDSL depository is made known to all DP's by method for brochures 

sent through messages. The data is additionally set up on NSDL/CDSL site and 

in the month to month data release.
9 

 Enrollment 

According to the arrangements of the SEBI Demonstration, a depository can 

bargain in securities simply in the wake of getting a testament of enrollment 

from SEBI. The patrons of the proposed depository should apply to SEBI for a 

declaration of enrollment in the recommended shape.  

 Initiation of Business 

A Depository that has acquired enlistment as expressed above, can work just in 

the event that it gets a testament of beginning of business from SEBI. A 

Depository must apply for and acquire an authentication of 137 initiation of 

business from SEBI inside one year from the date of accepting the endorsement 

of enrollment from SEBL.  

  

                                                           
8
Michael Simmons., Security operations., John Wiley and sons.,pp.76.,2006. 

9
Badruddin., Company Directors under company law.,deep and deep publishing.,p.34-37.,2000. 
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 Ascension between the Depository and Backers 

In the event that either the backer (an organization which has issued securities ) 

or the financial specialist selects to hold his securities in a demat shape, the 

guarantor goes into a concurrence with the depository to empower the 

speculators to dematerialize their securities. No such understanding is 

fundamental where the state or Focal Government is the guarantor of 

government securities. 

 Services of Depository 

A Depository built up under the Stores Demonstration can furnish any 

administration associated with recording of allocation of securities or exchange 

of responsibility for in the record of a depository. Any individual willing to 

profit the administrations of the depository can do as such by going into a 

concurrence with the depository through any of its members. A depository can 

give depository benefits just through a DP. A depository can't specifically open 

records and give administrations to customers. Each depository in its bye-laws 

must state which securities are qualified for demat holding. For the most part, 

the accompanying securities are qualified for dematerialization:
10

 

a) Offers, scripts stocks, securities, debentures, debenture stock or other 

attractive securities of a like sort in or of any consolidated organization 

or other body corporate.  

b) Unit of shared assets, rights under aggregate speculation plans and 

investment stores, business paper, declarations of store, securitized 

obligation, currency showcase instruments, government securities and 

unlisted securities.  

c) Securities admitted to NSDL depository are advised to all DPs through 

brochures sent by email regular. Speculators are educated around 138 

these securities through NSDL - and Home refresh a month to month 

pamphlet of NSDL. 

5. Conclusion 

Depository System made ready for founding foundation and disposing of the 

issues and dangers associated with physical exchanging system and expanding 

the effectiveness of clearing and settlement system. Demat System is worried 

about change of securities from physical to electronic shape, with scrip less 

exchanging and speedy settlement cycles. In the Demat System, the possession 

and exchange of securities happen by methods for electronic book passages. 

The NSDL and DPs give administration to the speculators. The administration 

is that of electronic care of securities and settlement of exchanges in that. The 

administration that NSDL gives, spins around the securities issued by 

Corporate. The securities must be formally admitted to the depository System to 

empower the NSDL to give its administrations to the financial specialists in 

these scripts. 

                                                           
10

universal law., Corporate law.,universal law publication.,pp.46.,2010. 
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6. Suggestions 

● Uniformity in practices of both the Depositories 

● Charges for transferring securities to self should be abolished 

● Rematerialisation should not be discouraged 

● Uniformity of codes of Securities 

● Framing of Stringent rules 
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